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ABSTRACT

This report describes the laboratory part of the undergraduate course EECS143.
An upgraded process has been introduced along with new test stnictures in the Fall
semester of 1987. Process and testing are discussed and characterizationexamples are
included.
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Introduction and History

The EECS 143 undergraduate course Processing and Design of Integrated Circuits has been
designed to familiarize students with fabrication technology, types of device structures, electrical charac
terization, modeling of devices, and with the relationships between physical layout and electrical charac
teristics. The course was first offered in 1972 by Professor D. A. Hodges as a graduate course. It was
changed into an undergraduate class the following year and joined with an independent laboratory course
(EE134) started several years earlier (1968) byProfessors W.G. Oldham and W. Howard. When the two
courses were joined, the laboratory section was revised from the fabrication ofbipolar devices to PMOS
transistors and other test structures (EE147).

In 1980, when the Microfabrication Research Facility was designed, the undergraduate laboratory
served as a test site for the modular construction planned for the research lab. As a result, two smaller
clean room areas, separated by aservice chase, were built into the existing large room and advanced pro
cessing equipment was installed. At the same time, a new process was developed and introduced in
1981.1

The quarter system allowed only 10 three-hour laboratory sessions to complete the processing and
to charaaerize the devices; thus, a simple, 4-mask aluminum gate NMOS process was designed with
spin-on doping for source and drain diffusions and metal definition by lift-off. EECS 143 has been
offered every semester since its inception and became a popular course not only for undergraduates, but
also for those graduate students who are involved in process technology/integrated circuits design and
processing.

When the campus changed from the quarter to the semester system, the number of laboratory ses
sions increased to 15 and it was possible to carry out a more detailed characterization of the test chip.
Advanced test equipment was obtained over the years and by this time, following Berkeley's tradition of
constant updating of courses, it was also appropriate to change the process to reflect current industry stan
dards more closely. Thus, both the process and test chip were redesigned, and the new chipwas intro
duced during the Fall semester of 1987.
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Course Description

EECS 143- Processing and Design of Integrated Circuits is a 4-credit undergraduate course, given
every semester, withthree hours of lecture and three hours of laboratory per week. Thecourse focuses on

• Integrated circuit fabrication

•Monolithic active and passive components

• Device structure and characterization

•Relations betweenphysical layoutand electrical characteristics

MOS transistors and circuit elements are fabricatedin the laboratory and electrically evaluated. The
prerequisite course is EECS 130 - Integrated Circuit Devices, which cannot be bypassed as EECS 143
builds heavily on the material presented there.

A typical course outline is shown in Table I with the Laboratory Weekly Schedule inTable II.

Facilities

An independent laboratory with an area of approximately 840 square feet is maintained for
EECS143 in 218 Cory Hall. Maintenance of the processing equipment is provided by Microlab staff, and
of the characterization instrumentationby the EECS Electronics SupportGroup.

The equipment is arranged to provide optimum conditions in which a group of 8 students can
operate, each pair processing one wafer. There are essentially three working areas, two of which are
maintained underclean room conditions for processing: 1) the photoresist cleanroom, whereresistspin
ning, baking and alignment are done; 2) thediffusion and etching clean room with 3 furnaces, and alumi
num evaporator and two wet process stations for the rest of the operations; 3) the characterization area
with two probe stations for electrical testing with the aid of two HP 4145 Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzers and plotters; aC-Vprobe station and amiscellaneous measurement station. There are also two
computer terminals; class accounts are given out at the beginning of the semester. Students are required
toperform process simulations using SUPREM. The laboratory's equipment islisted inTable III.

Test Chip Layout

The test chip was laid out using the KIC graphics editor.2 Each device was laid out as a separate
cell, sothat theycould be placed as instances once the chip was ready to be"assembled". This facilitated
a compact arrangement of devices onthe final chip. Devices with repeating structural units, such as the
ring oscillator, were also laid outusinginstances ofthebasic unit

Included on the chip weremany of the test structures from the original design, along with several
new ones. There are three main groups of structures:

1) Resolution test patterns, resistors and capacitors for process characterization (No.'s 1-6);

2) Diode,n-channelMOSFET's andlateral BJTs (No.'s 7-12);
3) Inverter, NOR-gate, ring oscillator forsimple circuit measurements (No.'s 13-15).
Figure 1 shows the chiplayout and Table IV contains information on device sizes.
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Process

The 4 mask NMOS process starts with 2" p-type wafers of 3-5 Q-cm resistivity, which were
blanket-implanted with boron before initialoxidation. This serves as both the field and the device thres
hold implant, which was moved to the beginning of the process to avoid delays during the semester.
After initial oxidation (5000 A) the active (n+ diffusion) areais defined with Mask I (ACTV). This is fol
lowed by gateoxidation(800 A) andpoly-silicon deposition (3500 A). Mask n (POLY) defines the gate.
The poly-Si is wet etched and the active area is BHFdipped clean for n+ diffusion, taking advantage of
the self-aligned source/drain feature of poly-Si gates. A spin-onphosphorous-silica film (Emulsitone) is
used as the source for n+ diffusion. After drive and oxidation, Mask HI (CONT) is aligned and contact
openings are etched with BHF. After aluminum evaporation, Mask IV (METL) is printed and Al is
defined by wet etching. Sintering is the final step and the process is completed. The process flow is
shown in Figure 2. The complete process description and process modules canbe found in Appendix I.

Laboratory Operations

Teaching assistants (TA's) forthis courseare recruited from among those graduate students who are
experienced in semiconductor processing and are users of the Microfabrication Facility, the graduate
research laboratory on the 4th floorof Cory Hall. This is to ensure that they have the properbackground
necessaryto conduct a processing laboratory on theirown. Also, there is a step in the process,polysilicon
deposition, for which, due to safety restrictions, there is no provision in the EECS143 lab. The students
go to the Microlab for that session where they can see a modem wafer processing facility and, with the
aid of the TA, use the LPCVD furnace to deposit polysilicon on their wafers. This works out well.

The maximum number of students that can be accomodated per semester is 64; 8 students/session,
with two 3-hour sessions per day with Monday mornings and Friday afternoons left open for mainte
nance. This requires three full-timeTA's. The headTA conductstwo sections and takes careof schedul
ing of laboratory preparation, equipment problems, etc. (see Appendix n). The other two handle three
sections each. Office hours areheld by each TA separately,also in the lab, one hour per week.

Students are working in pairs throughout the semester and submit joint lab reports: the first one at
the end of processing; the second report after characterization, at the end of the semester. Lab reportout
lines are shown in Appendix HI.

To allow sufficient time towards the end of the semester for electrical characterization, students are
given a mask set and start with oxidized wafers; thus the first step they become familiarized with in the
lab is photolithography. All operations are done by students; TA's are there to guide them. During the
waiting periods they are assigned to run SUPREM simulations and are allowed to familiarize themselves
with the measurement equipment

Testing equipment is arranged such that there are four probe stations available; thus all four pairsin
a section can work simultaneously. Two stations are connected to HP4145 Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzers, on which most of the measurements are done. The C-V probe station is used to measure the
capacitors and the 4th station is availableto complete the resistor and circuit measurements.

Assignments in the Device Characterization Outline, shown in Appendix IV, describe in detail all
the measurements to be done and parameters to be determined. Appendix V contains sample measure
ment results.
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Conclusions

We have introduced a new process and test chip in the laboratory of EECS143 during the Fall
Semester of 1987 and further tested it during Spring 1988. This report contains all the corrections found
necessary and suggestions for improvement provided by theTA's.

The characterization and parameter extraction part which is the mostimportant experience the stu
dents receive from the course, hadbeen extended, requirements described in detail andpresented in a sys
tematic manner. With this wehope to increase thestudents' level of understanding of semiconductor pro
cessengineering andto enhance the overall valueof the course.
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Course Outline

Week Topic

1 Overview, Implementation of IC's

2 Process Outline (MOS and Bipolar Technology)

3 Layout, Design Rules, Lithography

4 Oxidation

5 Ion Implantation

6 Diffusion

Midterm Exam I

7 Diffusion, CVD

8 Thin-Film Deposition andPlasmaEtching

9 Process Simulation, Diagnostics and Yield

10 MOS Devices

Midterm Exam II

11 MOS Process Integration

12 Device Characterization

13 CMOS Processing

14 Bipolar Processing

15 Review

16 Final Examination

Table I
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Laboratory Weekly Schedule
(3-Hour Sessions)

Week Topic

1 Laboratory Sign-up

2 Orientation (Safety, Cleaning and General Information)

3 Photolithography: MasklACTV

4 Gate Oxidation

5 Poly-Si Deposition (Microlab)

6 Photolithography: MaskII POLY

7 N+ Deposition

8 N+ Drive and Oxidation

9 Photolithography: MaskfflCONT

10 Metallization

11 Photolithography: MasklVMETL
Sintering

12 First Lab Report Due

13 Device Characterization

14 Characterization

15 Characterization

16 Second Lab Report Due

Table n
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Laboratory Equipment

Processing
Headway Research Inc. Model EC101 Photoresist Spinner
Two Thermolyne Type 1900 Hot Plates, one with OV-10600 Hot Plate Oven
KasperContactAligner

Three Sola Basic Tempress-Lindberg Furnaces with 10cm diameter tubes
Thermionics Laboratory Inc.TLI-80 Evaporating System

Two WetProcess Stations(one witha hot plate)
Two Mixed-Bed Ion Exchangers for DI water
Polymeries DIRinse Station (selfcontaining)
Balsbaugh Series900 Resistivity Meter
Two Manual Spin-Dryers for 2" Wafers
Two Bausch & Lomb Optical Microscopes

Testing
Baird Atomic 4-Poim Probe
Keithley Model177uV Digital Multimeter
Current Source

Two Probe Stations with Bausch & Lomb Microscopes
Two HP 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzers
Two HP 7470A Plotters

Probe Station with Bausch & Lomb Microscope
Keithley Model177uVDigital Multimeter
HP 3465A Digital Multimeter
Bconton Electronics Model 72BD Capacitance Meter
Boonton Electronics Precision Decade Capacitor
PowerSupplywithVoltageSweeper
1 HP 7015A X-Y Recorder

Probe Station with Bausch & Lomb Microscope
Keithley Model177uV Digital Multimeter
HP 3438A Digital Multimeter
HP 6235ATripleOutputPowerSupply
Tektronix Curve Tracer
Tektronix 2215A Oscilloscope

TwoFreedom 110 Computer Terminals connected toCory Hall portselector

Table EI
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Device Sizes
(listed numbeis are layout dimensions; all contact holes are 5um x5um; metal pads are 100 urn xurn)

1) ResolutionTest Patterns

2a) Resistor, Diffused
2b) Resistor, Poly
2c) ContactChain, Diffusion
2d) ContactChain,Poly

3) Field Oxide Capacitor

4) GateOxide Capacitor

Line widths as marked: 2-8 um
Rails: 10 um

20 • (L =200um, W = 10um)
20 D (as above)
Diffused segments: 50umxl50um
Poly segments: 50umx 150 um

TopMetal Plate: 200umx200ura

DiffusedArea: 200umx200um
Top Plate (poly-Si): 240umx240um
Contact Pad (outside poly-Si): 100 urnx 100 um

TopMetal Plate: 200umx200um5) Intermediate OxideCapacitor

6a) Junction Capacitor TopMetal Plate: 260 [lm x 100 um
DiffusedArea: Central Rectangle: 300 um x 140um

fib) Long Periphery Junction Capacitor Diffused Area and Top Metal Plate: Same as above
Fins: 150umx20um

7) Diode

8) MOSFETs (4)

9) LongChannel MOSFETS (3)

10) Held Oxide MOSFET

11) Large MOSFET

12) Lateral BJT's

13) Inverter

14) NOR Gate

15) Ring Oscillator (21 Stages)

DiffusedArea: 50umx50um

Gate Length (L)=2 um.4 um.7 um,10um
Gate Width (W) = 15 um

L = 20pm
W = 20um,15um,10um

L^lOOum

W = 100um

L°100um

W = 100um

Base Widths = 5 um. 6 um, 7 um
Emitter Dimensions (ActiveArea): 50 um x 50 um

Load: L=10um,W = 5um
Driver. L = 5um,W=40um

Load: L=10um,W = 5um
Driven L = 5um.W = 40um

Load: L=10um,W = 5^m
Driven L = 5um,W = 40um
Buffers: L = 5um,W = 60um,80um

Table IV
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IV. Gate oxidation: 8O0X
V. Poly-Sl deposition: 350oX

VI. Mask II: POLY
Gate definition.
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Contact etch
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5jim NMOS Process
Poly-Si Gate

Version 3.3

I. Starting Materials
1. Wafers

A. 3" p-type silicon wafers with a resistivity of 3-5 Q-cm and <100> crystal orientation. In addi
tion to work wafers, each section will receive one wafer to be used as a control in step FV.

B. Blanket Implant: 3 x 1012/cm2, B11,60 KeV.
2. Masks

Mask Descriptions
4" x 4" Chrome Plates

Mask Name Defines Field

ACTV Active Area Dark

POLY Gate Clear

CONT Contact Dark

METL Metal Clear

II. Initial Oxidation -5000 A

1. Standard clean your work wafer (Standard Process Module I).

2. Oxidize wafers at 1050°C for 5-70-5 minutes (dry-wet-dry) 02.

3. Measure oxide thickness. Itshould be approximately 5200 A.

m. Active Area Photolithography

1. Standard resist coating (Module II).

2. Standard photomasking: Mask I (ACTV) (ModuleIII).

3. Oxide etching and inspection (Module IV).

4. Do steps 1 and 2 onlyof the standard resist strip (Module VI).

5. Measure line widths of test pattern with filareyepiece in microscope.



NMOS Process

IV. Gate Oxidation - 800A
Gate oxidation is done in tube #3 (bottom) at 1100°C following aTCA clean. Gases used arc N2 and Or
See Furnace Operationsin Module VII.
1. Furnace Clean

a) Do Steps 1and 2ofthe furnace operations procedure (Module VII). Let 02flow atmaximum
rate (15+) for 10minutes before turning onTCA. N2 is off. It is critical that this sequence
is followed precisely. Failure to do so will result in: black carbon (soot) being deposited
throughout the gas lines and tube; or thepossibility ofan explosion!

b) TCA clean for 1 hour at 1050°C before oxidizing wafers. Wafer boat should be in the hot
zone during TCA cleaning.

c) When 1hour has elapsed, wait 10minutes after turning offTCA before inserting wafers.
2. Standard Clean (Module I)

Standardclean wafersincludingan implanted control waferfrom Step I.
3. Wafer Loading and Oxidation

a) Push wafers into tube asdescribed inModule VII, Steps 4-10. Wafers are inserted in 10% 02
and 90% N2: set 02to 1.5 cm and N2 to4cm on flowmeter.

b) When wafers are in the furnace, change flows, maintaining the following sequence: 02 to 12
cmand N2 to0 cm. Starttiming.

c) After 34 minutes of oxidation time at 1100°C have elapsed, turn off 02 valve and close 02
flowmeter. SetN2 flow to 4 cm.

d) Anneal in N2 for 10 minutes. Pull wafers out in N2 as described in Module VII -Steps 12-17.
4. Check oxide thickness on control wafer, then etch off oxide completely in buffered HF. Measure

resistivity and use this to estimate channel doping concentration.

V. Poly-Si Deposition - In Microlab

1. Standard clean wafers.

2. Deposit 3500 APhosphorus-doped polysilicon. SiHj flow = 120 ccm; PH3 flow = 1ccm.
Wafersshouldbe loaded in the centerboat for tylanl1. Remove the 4" dummies (exceptfor the very
firstand last slots)and load 3" wafersin their place. Be sure to include a few 3" dummies on either
side of the 3" work wafers.

3. Include control wafer with 1000 ASi02; measure poly-Si thickness with Nanospec.

VI. Gate Photolithography

1. Apply standard resist coating (Module II).

2. Standardphotomasking: Mask II (POLY) (Module III).

3. Etch poly-Si (Module V).

4. Etch oxide in active area until clear ("1 minute) in BHF.

5. Do Steps1 and2 of the standard resiststrip, skiptherest(Module VI).

VII. Source-Drain Deposition (N+)

1. Standard clean wafers without HF dip.

Page 2



NMOS Process

2. SpinPhosphorosilicafilm at 3000 rpm for20 seconds including p-type test waferfrom stepIV-4.

3. Bake at 200°C for 15 minutes in bake oven.

4. N+ pre-diffusion is done at 1050°C in furnace tube #2 (center). Set 02 flowmeter to 1.5 cm and N2
to 4 cm. (This corresponds to 10% 02 and 90% N2.) The setting is constant during push, deposition
and pull.

5. Follow the steps in the furnaceoperationprocedure. Pre-drivetime is 5 minutes.

6. Phosphorus glass removal: dipwafers in 10:1 HjOiHF for1 minute.
7. Rinse in D.I. water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, then spray rinse.

8. Spin dry.

9. Measure resistivity on control wafer.

Vm. Source-Drain (N+) Drive and Oxidation

1. This step is done at 1050°C in tube #2. Checkgas connection to allow for steam oxidation, dry 02
and N2 flow. Setdry02 to 6.5 cmonflowmeter.

2. Turn on bubbler heater to 98°C. Turn on heater tape.

3. Fill bubbler "80% with D.I. water. Use a piranha cleaned, well rinsed beaker to fill bubbler.

4. Standard clean wafers, including control wafer used in step VII.

5. When the water is boiling in the bubbler (approximately20 minutes) push wafers into furnace in dry
02.

6. Set02 flowmeter to2.5 cm and switch valves to wet 02. Wet oxidation time is 12minutes.
7. Turnoffwet02 and turnon N2. Setto4 cm onscale.
8. Anneal for25minutes in N2. Pull wafers out in N2.

9. After wafers have cooled, immediately apply standard resist coating (Module II).

10. Check oxide thickness on control wafer, then etch oxide completely off in buffered HF and measure
resistivity.

IX. Contact Cut

1. Standard photomasking: Mask III (CONT).

2. Do oxide etch for calculated time (Module IV). The back side of the wafer should dewet (metallic
in color) indicating no oxide present. Inspect under microscope. You may find it difficult to tell
whether the etch is complete, therefore, remove resist (Module VI) and inspect wafer again. If the
contacts are not clear, etch for an additional 15 seconds and check again. Contact holes appear
white when cleared.

X. Metallization

1. Standard clean wafers. Do the last dip in 10:1 just before wafer is ready to go into evaporator.

2. Aluminum Evaporation (Module VIII).

XI. Metal Definition

1. Standard photomasking: Mask IV (METL) (Modules II and III).

Page 3



NMOS Process

2. Metal Etch:

a) Pour 300ml of Al etchant intoglass beaker, heatonhot plate to 50°C(sink2).

b) Immerse wafer in water to wet

c) Place wafer in aluminum etchant at 50°C. Bubbles will form on the surface of the wafer as
the etchant removes the metal. Be sureto keep yourwafer moving to replace chemical at the
wafer's surface. Bubbling will subside as etch reaches completion. Etch rate of Al is
-100A/secat50°C.

d) Rinse wafer very well in DI water. Inspect

3. Remove resist in acetone, rinse well in DI water, spin dry.

4. Sintering:

This step is done in furnace tube #1 (top) at 400°C in forming gas (90% N2, 10% H^ for 20
minutes. Gas flow is set to 4 cm. Slow push/pull is not necessary.

Process is now completed and the wafers are ready for characterization.

K. Voros

1/16/92
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Standard Process Modules

I. Wafer Cleaning

1. Mix piranha solution as follows:

a) Measure out5 parts of H2S04 in plastic beaker
b) Veryslowlyadd 1 part of H^.

Note: This mixture is self heating. When cool it may be refreshed by very slowly adding 1
partofHjOj.

2. Immerse wafers in piranha solution for 10 minutes.

3. Rinse in DI water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, then spray rinse.

4. Dipin 10:1 solution of H^HF for20 seconds.

5. Rinse in DI water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, spray rinse, then place in
Polymetrics rinser until resistivity meter indicates 10-15 MO or for 10 minutes.
Note: Clean, bare silicon is hydrophobic and metallic in appearance.

6. Spin dry.

II. Resist Coating

1. Spin wafers immediately after high temperature treatment. If this is impractical, then dehydrate at
120°C for 10minutes in N2.

2. Place wafers in HMDS vapor for 2 minutes.

3. Immediately spin on KTI820 photoresist at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds.

4. Soft bake at 120°C for 1 minute on hot plate.

m. Photomasking

1. Following Kasper Mask Aligner Instructions align wafers to mask and expose.

Cover wafer box with Al foil when carrying exposed wafer into etching room.

2. Pour 300 ml KTI 934 1:1 developer solution into beaker.

3. Turn off white light in etching room, develop and etch only in yellow light

4. Dip exposed wafer in the 1:1 developer solution for 30 seconds and agitate slowly.

5. Rinse in DI water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, then spray rinse.

6. Spin dry.

7. Inspect under microscope with yellow filter. Measureline widths of test pattern with filareyepiece.
Record data.



Standard Process Modules

8. If not completely developed repeat Step 4 for 15 seconds, then Steps 5-7.

9. Hard bake photoresist for 20 minutes in 120°C oven.

IV. Oxide Etching

1. Fill the 4" deep Pyrex dish with DI water for a water bath. This is to insure more uniform etchant
temperature and etch rate.

2. Measure out 300 ml of buffered HF in plastic beaker and place beaker in the water bath. Buffered
HF is a mixture of NH4F (ammonium fluoride) and HF 5:1. Its etch rate of thermal Si02 is
"1000A/min. at25°C.

3. Determine etching time according to the oxide thickness to be etched plus 20% overetch. The
overetch is performed for process latitude.

4. Dip wafer in buffered HF for the lengthof timedetermined in Step2. Etchingis complete whenthe
liquid "beads" on bare Si; i.e. a hydrophobicsurfaceis detected.

5. Rinse in DI water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, then spray rinse only (no
Polymetrics).

6. Spin dry.

7. Inspect etching for completion under microscope.

V. Polysilicon Etching

1. Fill the 4" deep Pyrex dish with DI water for a waterbath. This is to insure more uniform etchant
temperature and etch rate.

2. Use premixed silicon etchant obtained from the Microlab. Etch rate: ~50-100 A/second.
Composition: 64% HN03 / 33% H20/ 3% NH4F

3. Determinenecessaryetch time based on polysilicon thickness and add 10%overetch.

4. Dipin 10:1 solution ofH20:HF for20seconds. Rinse inDIwater.
5. Immerse wafers in etchant for determined etch time. Watch the color changes as the silicon is

etched.

6. Rinse in DI water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively.

7. Spin dry or continue to etch.

8. Inspect etching for completion under microscope.

VI. Resist Strip

1. Dip wafer in acetone for 2 minutes.

2. Rinse in DI water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, then spray rinse.

3. Piranha clean for 10 minutes.

4. Rinse in DI water for 20 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, then spray rinse.

5. Dipin 10:1 H20:HF for20 seconds.
6. Rinse in DI water for 10 seconds in each of 3 beakers successively, spray rinse, then place in

Polymetrics rinser until resistivity meter indicates 10-15 MQ, or 10 minutes.

7. Spin dry.
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Standard Process Modules

VII. Furnace Operations

Furnace temperature shouldbe checked with thermocouple beforestudentsstart working.

1. Before starting to prepare wafers for a furnaceoperationcheck if the furnace controller is set to the
required temperature.

2. Check gas inlet connection and set gas flow as required for wafer insertion in the tube.

3. Open slidingexhaustdoor in the loadingvestibule.

4. When wafers are ready for loading remove end cap from tube (holding it with an insulating glove.)
Place end cap in furnace vestibule below.

5. Pull out wafer boat with short push rod onto half-shell boat carrier. Place it on the table and let it
cool.

6. Load wafers back-to-back on wafer boat

7. Pull boat into cylindrical carrier.

8. Attach cylindrical carrier to end of tube and push boat into tube with long push rod through end hole
of carrier.

9. All high temperature operations are done with slow push and pull as follows: push boat one inch
every 10 secondsuntil mark on push rod lines up with vestibule door, a total of 36 inches. Pulling is
accomplished similarly.

10. Timing starts when the boat is pushed in. Remove cylindrical carrier and place end cap on tube.

11. Sequence gas flows as required by process step.

12. After the last step remove end cap, attach cylindrical carrier to end of tube and slowly pull out boat
as described in Step 9, into carrier.

13. Place carrier with boat on table and let it cool.

14. Pull boat into half-shell carrier and unload wafers.

15. Place boat back into end of tube and replace end cap.

16. Place push rods back in appropriate storage tubes.

17. Never mix quartz ware between tubes to avoid cross contamination.

Vm. Aluminum Evaporation

1. Before starting evaporation in the TLI-80 system, fill up cold trap with liquid nitrogen. Push
OPERATE button.

2. To load/unload push CHANGE button. Wait 10 seconds and then flip toggle to the 'ON' position.
The bell jar will fill withN2 andcan be raised by hand holding the cagesupport.

3. Lift stainless steel wafer holder out of the inner glass cylinder ("chimney") and place it on the table
covered with lint-free paper.

4. a) Place a clean glass slide in stand inside chimney for a clear window.
b) Hang a clean Al charge in the middle of the tungsten coil.
c) Turn shutter into COVER position (covering charge).
d) Place waferfacing down on top of wafer holder.

5. Place wafer holder back inside the chimney.

6. Wipe stainless steel base and bottom of bell jar with lint free paper soaked with methanol.

Page 3
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7. Lower bell jar and push OPERATE button. Push bell jar cage down to close it all around until
vacuum begins to hold it tight and cannot be lifted.

8. Set pressure gauge to PIRANI and observe increasing vacuum. Switch gauge to lower scales,
(DISCHARGE), as pressure begins to drop.

9. Pump down to 2-5X10"6 torr. It should take "30 minutes.
10. Switch electrode powerto ON. Increase powerby turning powerstat slowly clockwise. At "40 Amps

coil begins to glow, but the Al charge does not melt This can be observed through the slide win
dow. Let heat @ 40 amps about 20 seconds to drive off watervapor.

11. Increase electrode power to "60 Amps. The charge will evaporate suddenly and the slide will be
coated with Al. As soon as this happens open the shutter and wait for 20 seconds. Slowly turn down
powerstat and switch electrode power to OFF.

12. Push CHANGE button, toggle N2 vent switch on and wait until the bell jar is released. Raise bell
jar, unload and load as described in Steps 2-7.

13. When all the wafers are done repeat Steps 5-8. This will pump the system and close the HV valve,
leaving the manifold and cold trap continuously pumped on. Always leave the system in CHANGE
with toggle valve off.

K. Voros

1/16/92
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Lab Safety and General Cleaning Procedures

Safety Precautions

I. Using Acids

At many points in the fabrication process strong acids are used as etchants. These cause severe
bums if kept in contact with your skin for more than a few seconds, and will cause blindness if splashed
in your eyes. Especially dangerous is HF, a component of virtually all oxide etchants. HF burns do not
hurt immediately on contact, but by the time they do start to hurt, it is too late. The result is a severe bum
which is very painful over prolongedperiods and is slow to heal, sometimes taking several weeks. Some
precautions to observe are:

a) Always wear protective clothing, including a face mask and rubber gloves, when handling
corrosive chemicals. Check gloves for pinholes before putting them on.

b) In preparing a solution involving an acid, always add the acid last except for piranha, in
which case you add hydrogen peroxide (HjO^ to sulfuric acid (HjSO^.

c) Use the chemicals only in the designated area; do not transport chemicals around the room in
beakers. Never pour chemicals back into the original container.

Always use plastic beakers for etchants containing HF, which eats glass.

Always seek help if you have any questions and make sure you are checked out on every new
chemical procedure. Nevertry a new procedure without being checked out on it!

f) Discarding acids:

1) Aspirate buffered HF, 10:1 H20:HF, and silicon etchant or dilute withwater andpour
them down the drain with "plenum flush" on.

2) Piranha (H202 & H2S04) is aspirated.

II. Organic Solvents

a) Solvents used in the lab are: methanol, trichloroethane, and acetone. These are harmful when
inhaled - use only in an appropriately vented area.

b) Discarding solvents:

Pour all organic solvents into special container marked "Organic Waste".

Caution: Do not mix piranha and organic waste. The resultant mixture is explosive!

m. Photoresist Developer

a) The developer contains potassium hydroxide (KOH). It will blind you if you get it in your
eyes and leave it there.
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b) Discard developer by aspirating or diluting it with water and pouring it down thedrain with
"plenum flush" oa

ALWAYS ASK WHEN UNSURE OF PROCEDURE! This is the only way to maintain a safe laboratory
for yourselfand your fellow students.

Chemical Information

Students should be aware that the Environmental Health and Safety Office has safety information
for all chemicals in the lab (and for any other lab on campus). This information is contained in the
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and is available to any student or employee of theUniversity who
works withchemicals. SampleMSDS areposted in thelab for yourperusal.

General Rules

Never touch semiconductor specimens, the insides of beakers, the business end of the tweezers, or
photolithographic masks with your fingers. This also applies to furnace boats (especially) or any other
equipment which can transfer particles from your skin to the semiconductor devices. Obviously, contam
inating a fiimace (for example, bytouching the boat and then inserting it into thefurnace where any con
taminants are vaporized) will ruin not only your attempts at device fabrication, but those of all who fol
low.

Cleaning Procedures
General cleaning procedures for preparing your sample follow. They fall primarily into three

categories: (1) removal ofgross contaminants; (2) removal oforganic contaminants; and (3) removal of
light and heavy metallic ion contaminants. All instruments used, i.e., beakers, tweezers, etc., must be
cleaned before being used to clean wafers.

I. Cleaning Tweezers, Wafer Boxes and PlasticWafer Holders
Scrub parts in liquid detergent, such as"Micro". Rinse well inDI water. Blow dry.

II. Cleaning Glass and Teflon Beakers

a) Scrub parts in liquid detergent, such as "Micro."

b) Rinse in DI water.

c) Soak non-metallic parts for 15 minutes in piranha (H202:H2S04 1:5). Add the F^Oj to the
solution just before immersing wafer.

d) Rinse in DI water for 5 minutes.

e) Let dry top down, on lint-free paper.

m. Correct Wafer Handling Technique
To minimize contamination from tweezers, plastic "holders" are available for handling wafers in
solutions, and shouldbe used in lieu of tweezers. Waferdryingis accomplished by spinning in spe
cial spinner so designated.
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IV. Cleaning Furnace Apparatus after Contamination

a) 5% HFiF^O for20 seconds.

b) Rinse, blow dry.

c) Bake for 30 minutes.

V. Cleaning Photomask

This procedure should be performed at least 30 minutes before photo step.

a) Dip in acetone for 15 minutes.

b) Rinse.

c) Scrub with cotton ball dipped in dilute microclean.

d) Rinse well.

e) Soak in 1:1 methanol:water for 15 seconds.

f) Soak in 100% methanol for 15 seconds.

g) Blow dry.

K. Williams

K. Voros

1/16/92
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Kasper Mask Aligner

I. Introduction

The Kasper Wafer Alignment System is an integrated optical-mechanical, pneumatic-electrical system
which allows accurate alignment of sensitized semiconductor wafers with a mask and exposes them to
ultraviolet radiation. It is a high precision piece of equipment and should be treated with care. It is
imperative thatyouunderstand themachine completely before proceeding.
Keep in mind that a great threat to long life for the Kasper Aligner is dirt. The exposure source is a 200
watt high pressure mercury arc lamp. It is left onat all times. DoNOT turn it off. If the lamp is off, do
not turn it on as there is a special procedurefor relighting.

II. Operating Procedure

1. You will find the machine in standby mode.

2. Power button, PRESS CONT, MASK CLAMP.andMASK LOAD buttons should be lit

3. Turn onthe vacuum byoperating thetoggle valve mounted onthe table to the right of the machine.
A hissing sound indicatesthat the vacuum is on.

4. Press the VISUAL ALIGNswitch. The top portion of the mask alignerwill automatically rise.

5. Lifoffthemask support plate and place your mask in thevacuum chuck opening with theemulsion
or chrome side facing down. Center the mask support plate over the mask and press the MASK
CLAMP button to fix maskplate to mask. Center mask andmask plateoverthe opening andpress
MASK LOAD to fix assemblyto the mask vacuumchuck.

6. Slide the wafer vacuum chuck assembly out all the way towards you. With tweezers, center your
wafer on the chuck. Fully push the assembly back under the mask. At this point, you can do gross
alignmentof the mask to the wafer.

7. Press the VISUAL ALIGN switch to lower the optical head.

8. Press WAFER LOAD switch and the wafer will be raised under the mask and held in place. The
SEP button should light, indicating that there is a separation between the wafer and themask. The
instrumentgoes into separationmode automatically.

9. Press the VISUAL ALIGNswitch. It causes the opticalhead to raise so that you can check whether
thewafer is being loaded correctly. If the loading appears to benormal, press VISUAL ALIGN to
lower the head and proceed with the alignment.

There are three positions for the optical turret. A"Row and Column" position allows coarse align
ment with a lower power, single field microscope. A "Split Field" position allow fine alignment at a
high power bysimultaneous viewing oftwo separate areas ofthe wafer. The "Expose" position pro
vides a reflector to direct the UV light down to the wafer.



Kasper Mask Aligner

The alignment system consists of a precise X-Y stage which moves the wafer and mask together
(scan) and a second X-Y stage which adjusts the wafer position with respect to the mask (align).
Incorporated with the "align" stage is a rotating knob for angular alignment Each stage is con
trolled by a hand disc. There are two degrees of alignment for the "align" stage. Shifting from
150:1 ratio to 3:1 ratio is done by pressing the button on the right-hand disc control. Rotational
alignment is accomplished with either coarse linear actuated motion or a 700:1 rotational fine
adjustment

10. Turn the optical turret to the "Row and Column" position and check that the instrument is in the
SEPmode. Turnup the powerfor the microscope illuminator.

11. Roughly align the wafer pattern to the mask pattern inthe desired position by first making the rota
tion adjustmentand then the X-Y adjustment

12. Turn the optical turret to the "Split Field" position to perform fine alignment of the wafer to the
mask. At least onealignment mark should be visible in each halfof thesplit field image. Perform
fine rotational and X-Y alignment withthe rotation knoband X-Y alignment disc.

13. When alignment is complete, press the CONTACT button which brings the wafer into contact with
the mask and actuates the positive pressure. Check to make sure the alignment is correct If an
adjustment is necessary, press the SEPbutton and realign.

14. Rotate the optical turret to EXPOSURE position, check the timer for correct setting, and press the
MANUAL EXPOSEbutton. You canenter3 digits on the timer for exposure. Be aware that the last
number is in units of .1 seconds (e.g. asetting of 100 is 10.0 seconds!). The maximum timersetting
is 99.9 seconds.

Exposure cannot occur unless the wafer is in contact with the mask. An interlock system ensures
the safe, correct exposure.

15. Slide the wafer vacuum chuck assembly out all the way towards you. Remove the wafer with
tweezers,and then return the wafervacuum chuck assembly to the alignment andexposure position.

16. To remove the mask, press the VISUAL ALIGNbutton which raises the optical head. Press the^
MASK CLAMP button flight will go on) to release the mask support plate. Press MASK LOAD
button flight will go on) to release the mask from the mask vacuum chuck.

17. Return theoptical head to the downposition by pressing theVISUAL ALIGNbutton.

18. Turn off the vacuum toggle valve.Decrease the power to themicroscope illuminator in order to pro
long bulb life.

19. Do not turn off power.

Debra Hebert

K. Voros

P. Guillory
1/16/92
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Description of a BasicVacuum System

The foflowing is intended for those who have had limited experience in the high vacuum field. The sys
tem illustrated (Figure 1) contains the essential elements typically required to obtain high vacuum. The
most common and reliable systems utilize three pumping devices: The rotating mechanical pump, the
diffusion pump, and the cold trap. Other system components, such as valves and baffles, aid or control
the action ofthese pumps. (For the sake ofsimplicity, no gauges are shown in Figure 1.)

1. Mechanical Pump
(Capable ofreducing pressure to about 10 mfllitorr.) Atypical mechanical pump is shown schemat
ically in Figure 2. Mechanical pumps physically "sweep" the air from the system, usually with a
rotary device as shown. The rotor is eccentric to the pump cavity. The rotating vane (or sweep) is
kept in contact with the walls ofthe pump cavity by means ofacompression spring.
Rotating vane, positive displacement pumps have large gas handling capacities, but cannot achieve
high vacuum. They are used for two purposes: to remove frough") the bulk ofthe air from asys
tem which is initially at atmospheric pressure, and, once this is accomplished, to "back" the diffu
sion pump, (see below), since a diffusion pump cannot exhaust against atmospheric pressure.
Hence, mechanical pumps are often called roughing pumps, backing pumps orforepumps. In our
illustration (Figure 1) a single pump serves for both roughing and backing. In some applications,
two pumpsmay be used.

2. Diffusion Pump
(Capable of reducing system pressure to the region of 10'7 torr[l]). Adiffusion pump has amax
imum pressure against which it can exhaust; this is usually in the mtorr region. (The maximum
exhaust pressure is also known as the "tolerable forepressure".) The mechanical pump noted above
provides and maintains this exhaust pressure for the diffusion pump.
Fast pumping action is achieved through the use of high speed jets of oil vapor which collide with
gas molecules and compress them in the direction of the mechanical pump (see Figure 3). (The
term njet"is used to refer to both the vapor stream and to the nozzles from which the vapor issues.)
The oil pool at the bottom of the pump is heated, causing oil vapor to be forced up the jet stack.
The vapor strikes the umbrellas, and is projected downward and outward through the nozzles of the
jet stack. In passing througi the narrow jets, the oil vapor flows at avelocity near that of sound.
The high speed vapor jet collides with gas molecules giving them adownward direction toward the
foreline. The oil molecules condense on the walls of the pump which are cooled either by an air
stream or by water, and flow back to the bottom pool Thus, a continuous cycle of vaporization,
condensation and revaporization takes place. Oil ofvery low vapor pressure isused inthese pumps.

[1]1 torr=lmmHg
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It will benoted thatthejet streams areinseries; the illustrated pump is a "three-stage" type.

3. Baffle (water cooled)
Not all oil is contained and condensedby the diffusion pump. A small amount can escape toward
the HiVac areaof the system. This "backstreamed" oil is detrimental to thesystem. To contain it,
a water-cooled baffle, shown in Figure 3, is locatedbetween the diffusion pump and the cold trap.
Most back-streamed diffusion pumpoil molecules are condensed on the internal water-cooled baffle
disc and returned to the diffusion pump in the form of liquid oil. The baffle helps keep the refri
gerated surface of the cold trapoperating at maximum efficiency.

4. Cold Trap
(Shown with liquid nitrogen as refrigerant in Figure 3). This device reducespressureby condens
ing, or freezing out, onto its coldsurfaces, condensable vapors that mayexist in thesystem. It also
prevents oil vaporfrom the diffusion pump from diffusing back, or"backstreaming", into the sys
tem. By removing"condensables" such as watervapor,a trap actually serves as a pump. The trap
is filled after the system has been evacuated to a pressure of less than one mtorr, when most of the
condensablevapors have been pumpedout of the systemby the mechanical and diffusionpumps.

5. Roughing Line and Valve
Exposure to atmosphere when at operating temperature will result in decomposition of diffusion
pump oil. It is thereforenecessary to employ a bypass line around a heated diffusion pump when
evacuating a chamber from atmospheric pressure to a "rough" vacuum prior to connecting the
chamber to the diffusion pump; hence, the terms "roughingline" and "roughing valve".

Valves 1 and 3 (Figure 1) serve to isolate the diffusion pump, the baffle and cold trap from the
object being roughed. During roughing. Valve 2 is open. When roughing has been completed (at
"20 mtorr), Valve 2 is closed before Valves 3 and 1 are opened.

The manifold vent valve admits air to the port manifold to "break" the vacuum and make possible
the removal of objects after they have undergone vacuum processing. Valves 1 and 2 must be
closed during this operation if the pumps on the vacuum system are still in operation.

The mechanical pump vent valve serves to admit atmosphere to the roughing line, thus bringing the
mechanical pump to atmospheric pressure. It is used when shutting down the system; the diffusion
pump is turned off and allowed to cool, and then the mechanical pump is turned off. Bring the
stopped mechanical pump to atmospheric pressure prevents mechanical pump oil from bring drawn
back into the foreline. Valves 1 and 3 are usually closed during the operation, thus maintaining the
diffusion pump, cold trap and baffle under high vacuum. This assures a clean system when starting
up at some later date.

R. Hamilton

7/25/88
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Teaching Assistants'
Pre-Semester Laboratory Preparation

1. Arrange aninterview with Debra Hebert, Microlab Process Supervisor.

2. Piranha clean all beakers, wafer holders, wafer boxes.

3. Degreasestainless steel tweezers: TCA, acetone,methanol.

4. Clean masks as described in the General Cleaning Procedures

5. Clean Polymetrics rinser by draining, wiping clean with lint-free towels, removing every particle,
then refilling withD.I.water. Turnon andsee if resistivity in cell 2 (outgoing water) will reach £15
Mil Leave Polymetrics rinser on continuously during the semester.

6. Dismantle and clean water bubbler system with piranha, rinse well.

7. Wipe off every piece of equipment with Microclean; clean off photoresist residues (with acetone)
from all knobs, tables, floor, etc. Clean resist spinner thoroughly.

8. Check gas supply, turn on gas flowto check for proper operation.

9. Check waste bottle supply; obtain additionalempty bottles from Microlab if necessary.

10. Obtain necessary chemicals and materials from Microlab. Use proper checkout procedure.
Account: eel43.

11. Put out new lab coats and disposable booties. Disposable lab coats are worn until they are visibly
soiled or torn. Booties are reused and thrown away after two weeks.

12. Checksafety showerby holdingbucketup to showerhead and pulling chain.

13. Check eye wash. Refill with DI water.

14. Turn on fans. Leave them on all semester.

15 Report on computer, in equipment problem log for 'eel43* on argon all work that was done and
repairs needed.

16. Report on computerwhenlab is readyfor custodian to strip floor.

17. Usecomputer"maileel43@argon" to communicate all problems, questions, etc., with the TA's, the
professor and Microlab staff.

Debra Hebert

KAVilliams
1/16/92
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Teaching Assistants'
Daily Start-Up and Shut-Down Procedures During Processing

I. Daily Start-Up Procedure

1. Turn on services only to equipment to be used that day.

2. Always turn on N2, using the valve near the top ofthe tank. This cylinder is located at the front of
the service chase. Keep thevalve thatcontrols theoutput around 50psi.

3. Switchon lights in Diffusion/Etching room andphotoresist room.

4. If a furnace is to be used, set temperature controller to indicated number about 30 minutes before
use. Turn ongas flow totube. Check temperature, with TC inthe middle ofthe tube, when furnace
has stabilized.

Attheend of the process run, turn down gas flow to2 cmonflowmeter, and turn down furnace tem
perature to a setting of 400°C.

5. If needed, turn on the vacuum pump for the Kasper and analytical equipment using the switch on
the cord in rear of the service chase. Other vacuum is supplied by a venturi vacuum system
mounted on the wall on the right side of the chase. Turn it on by opening the red valve until air
flowis heard (both black valves should alreadybe open).

6. If the aligner is to beused, turn on airtoggle switch to the Kasper. Aligner power and light remain
on at all times.

7. Check that chemicals that willbe needed during thelab arethere. Check that organic waste bottleis
not full.

II. Daily Shut-Down Procedure

1. Close N2 cylinder inservice chase. Turn offvacuum supplies.
2. Turnoff light in Photoresist room, leaveblower on. Close door.
3. Turn off light in Diffusion/Etching room. Leave on last sink exhaust (where acid waste bottle is

stored). Polymetrics rinserstays on all the time. Closedoor.

4. If a furnace was used, close gas cylinder when tube cools down.

5. Check if equipment used is cleaned and put away, including chemicals. Check condition of each
waste bottle; exchange withemptyoneif more than3/4 full. Leavelab neat andclean.

6. Send e-mail when waste bottles are full. Put them on the cart in the service chase. Also put empty
bottles (e.g. from Si etchant) there.

PhilGuillory
K. Voros

K. Williams
1/16/92
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Lab Report 1

Each group of two students willsubmit one jointreport.
The report should beorganized as follows:

1. Process Variations (8 Points)

Concisely describe any steps that were done differentiy from the descriptions in the lab manual. Include
any measurements that were done during processing (oxide color and thickness, resistivity, etc.). Why
were these steps done differently and how did it affect the outcome ofthe step? We are looking to see
thatyouunderstand howtheprocess steps work.

2. Profiles (25 Points)
Draw cross-sectional profiles of a thin-oxide MOSFET (test structure 8) after each of the XI major pro
cessing steps. Include all layers and important details (such as pre-deposition layers, the non-planar Si-
SiO- interface, isotropic etch profiles, etc.) Label each feature and indicate approximate thickness, but
youneednot to make thedrawings to scale.

3. Layout (12 Points)
Draw top views of the same thin-oxide MOSFET after each of the four photolithography steps. These
layouts should indicate proper overlaps and alignment information which you observed during process
ing.

4. Calculations (20 Points)

Theoretically calculate the following, based on times, temperatures, etc.
1. Thicknesses of thick (field), intermediate and gate oxides, (include orientation dependence of oxida

tion rate but not impurity dependence).
2. Junction depths after pre-deposition and drive-in, (assume only phosphorous doping with surface

concentration limited by solid solubility).

3. Final surface concentrations of dopants.

4. Lateral diffusion under the MOSFET gates.

5. Questions (35 Points)

Answer these questions inthe most concise manner possible. Afew lines should suffice for each.
1. What typeofphotoresist doweuse inthelab, and how does it work?
2. Why do we use HMDS? What happens ifwe forget to use it? Will itcause any problems ifwe wait

a week after the HMDS treatment to spin photoresist?
3. Photolithography generally involves baking the wafer before spinning resist and again before expo

sure. What is the purpose of each of these steps? When do we skip the pre-spinning bake step?
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What happens if thesecond bake is too hot(say 150 ° Q?
4. We do lithography steps under yellow light only. What happens ifwe expose the wafers tofluores

cent light before development? After development? Ifyou arrived one morning to find the "yel
low" room replaced bya "red" room, would it damage your process touse it?

5. What would happen if we skipped the BHF dip after poly-Si etch? What if we skipped it before
metallization?

6. What are the differences between wet and dry oxidation that lead us to use one for the gate oxide
and one for the field oxide?

7. Why do we use TCA and how does it work? Why do we only introduce it into the furnace with
large amountsof oxygen?

8. After each oxidation we anneal in N2, after metallization we anneal in Nj/Hj. Could we do either of
these anneals equally well inAr? Dry02? Avacuum? Why orwhy not?

9. Before N+ deposition we clean in piranha but not in HF. Before gate oxidation we clean in both.
Why the differences?

10. Why isbuffered HF (5:1 NH4F:HF) used for etching features in the oxide while 10:1 H^HF is used
for cleaning and p-glassstripping?

11. Why do we use lift-off to define the metal pattern? What processing steps does lift-off save?
12. Why do we first use the roughing pump and then the diffusion pump when pumping down the

aluminum deposition system? Why must the foreline pressure be kept below 100 milliTorr? Why
must we switch from the roughing pump tothe diffusion pump at200 milliTorr?

6. Extra Credit Questions (2 Point Each)

Explain how you would measure the following parameters with simple, inexpensive equipment such as
you might find in218 Cory orinthe Microlab. Keep your answers brief.
1. R (Q/P) and p (Q-cm) ofauniformly doped wafer (such as your original wafer).

R* (ft/D) ofajunction (such as after drive-in).
2. Could you make the second measurement on your own wafer, or would you have to process a

separate test pattern?
3. Conductivity type (n orp) and NA orND ofauniformly doped wafer.
4. Oxide thickness and metal thickness.

5. Junction depth and surface concentration (assume a Gaussian profile in a uniformly doped sub
strate).

6. Extra Extra Credit Question (up to 5 points)
How do you expect the processing vaariations we saw this term to affect your devices?

7/11/88
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Lab Report 2

This report will summarize characterization of your test structures. The two purposes ofcharacteri
zation are to teach you how to use the equipment and techniques common, to semiconductor structure
analysis, and to compare the actual behavior of your devices with that predicted theoretically. Each
group oftwo students will submit one joint report. Follow the procedure below.

Before you start taking measurements, study the Device Characterization outline and note that you
will need acomplete set of plots, as described in the assignments, for parameter extraction. Most of the
plots can be done using the HP4145 Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer, which can be programmed to
plot algebraic expressions. To expedite this procedure, you should mark off which plots will be done on
the HP4545 and which ones by hand. You should also be familiar with the operation ofthe HP4145; con
sult the HP manual before you begin.

1. Measurements (10 pts)

You will be making three groups ofmeasurements. Label all plots and indicate corresponding device
number.

1. Transistors
Using HP4145 Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer, make plots as described in the Device
Characterization Outline, Assignment V, starting with the large geometry MOS transistor,
test structure QT] ano^continuing on to MOSFETS GO. HI. Qo); to the diode S; and to the
bipolartransistors 112a.b.ci.

2. Capacitors _.
Using the C-V test station, plot capacitance-voltage curves for all capacitors HJ, |4J, 15J,
foXbl and for the junction capacitance ofthe diode [7].

3. Miscellaneous
Makethe resistor and circuit measurements on the probe station equipped withcurvetracer,
power supplies and oscilloscope. Make optical measurements with filar eyepiece on micro
scope.

2. Parameter Extraction (30 pts)

From the data taken above, find the device parameters inthe attached table. Show all procedures and cal
culations.

3. Calculations (30 pts)

Calculate thetheoretical values for the MOSFET parameters. Use actual numbers in your theoretical cal
culations (i.e., use the measured Qss rather than the expected Qss when calculating the theoretical VT).
Combined with your earlier calculations ofw,*j. N**.,*, and lateral diffusion (from the first lab report),
you should beable todetermine how well your process worked.
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4. Summary (30 pts)

1. (6 pts)
Draw upacomplete setof tables of all measured and/or calculated values;

• Table I: Line Width Measurements

•Table II: Resistors

•Table HJ: Capacitors
• Table TV: Diode and BipolarTransistors
•Table V: Mosfets

•Table VI: Circuits

Show circuit representations requested in each assignment For clarity, follow thesequence
of the assignments.

2. (12 pts)
Discuss your results. Are the measured values significantly different from what you calcu
lated? Why are the thresholds off? Are they off? Analyze what you have done in the lab.
Presentation should be clean and readable.

3. (12 pts)
Use SUPREM to simulate the dopant profile under the gate, inthe S/D area and inthe field.
Include printouts in your report Discuss the reasons why SUPREM results are different
from your calculations.

7/11/88
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Summary of MOSFET Parameters

Parameter
Measured
Extracted

Theoretical SUPREM

toxfGate)

CoxfGate)

Xd

ND

Ld

Cfb

Q«(Qf)

VtO
Y

NA

IW

Uo

e

n

AL (in linear region)

AW (in linear region)

Vj and k for
L=2um

4um

7um

10 um

W=10um

15 um

20 um

Xfor
L=2um

4um

7um

10 um

Slope

ViYRdtn
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Processing and Design of Integrated Circuits

College ofEngineering
Department ofElectrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Device Characterization

Measurement Structure Number Page

I. Line Width: 1 2

n. Resistors: 2a,2b, 2c, 2d 2

m. Capacitors: 3,4,5,6a, 6b 3

IV. Diode 7,
and BipolarTransistors: 12a, 12b, 12c 4

V. MOSFETs: 8,9,10,11 5

VL Circuits: Inverter-13 7
NOR Gate-14

Ring Oscillator -15

Textbooks

R. S. Muller, T.I. Kamins, Device Electronics for Integrated Circuits, Wiley, New York, second ed. 1987.

D. A. Hodges, H. G. Jackson, Analysis and Design of Digital Integrated Circuits, McGraw-Hill, New
York, seconded. 1988.
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L T.ini»Width Measurements

Test Structure \T\ On Layout
The ladder structure has lines of varying width starting at 2um, increasing in 1um increments to 8um.
Cross rails are 10 urn.

Assignment L
Measure line widths with filar eyepiece after photoresist development at each level and at the end of pro
cessing. Tabulate measurements.

II. Resistors

Test Structures 12a.bl
(a) The n+ diffused resistor is formed during source/drain diffusion. Its resistance is measured by the

4-point probe method: current from aconstant current source is passed through the outer probes and
the voltage is measured between the inner probes. The resistor value is:

Rdiff3-]-3^-^

where R, is the sheet resistance, Lis the length between inner probes and Wis the tine width. Resis
tivity inQ-cm can be calculated ifthe diffusion depth is known:

p = R,Xj

(b) The poly-Si resistor is more susceptible to line width variations than the diffused resistor because of
the wet etching ofpoly Si. Since the poly-Si tines are also used as interconnects, the poly resisuvity
(p) isofgreat importance incircuit design.

Ppoly = R« Wy

Test Structures I2c«dl

The contact chain is basically a resistor made up ofn+ diffused (n+ doped poly-Si) and aluminum sec
tions. The resistance of the aluminum sections is very low compared to the n+ sections and can be
neglected. However, contact resistance cannot; thus the value of the total resistance is:

Rioul= 7Rblock

Rblock = TlR« + 2Rc

where Re =contact resistance/contact hole and 1<T| <3. Current density is determined by the geometry
of the resistor pattern. The equivalent resistance of the squares containing the contaa holes is found to be
0.65 squares; thus Tt has avalue of2.3 for this configuration.

Assignment II.
1 Measure the value ofthe diffused resistor, 2a, and compare R, with the sheet resistance measured on

the control wafer after drive-in. Using the Xj value calculated in Lab Report 1, determine doping
concentration and electron mobility from standard tables inMuller and Kamins.
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2. Measure the linewidth optically and determine R, (in Q/D) from the measured Rpoiy, 2b. Calculate
poly-Si resistivity(in Q-cm).

3. Measure the resistance of the contactchain on bothdiffused, 2c, and poly-Si, 2d, structures and cal
culate contact resistance using R, determined above.

HL Capacitors

There are two types ofcapacitors used inintegrated circuits: MOS capacitors and junction capacitors.

Test Structure d

The field (thick) oxide MOS capacitance is basically independent of applied voltage because the deple
tion layer inthe substrate issmall compared tothe thickness ofthe oxide:

^" to*
When measuring capacitances, care must be taken to account for the parasitic capacitances of the meas
urement set-up. Parasitic capacitance ismeasured by lifting the probe until it is just above the top plate of
the capacitor without touching. Actual capacitance isthen calculated by:

Cactuil= v^nteuored —v^ptnsitic

Test Structured]

The measured value of the gate oxide capacitor, as it is laid out, includes the field oxide capacitance of
the contactpad andthe ring around the active area:

Qneanired =A^vc j-— +Ap,d+ring J— +Cpwwiiic

The gate oxide capacitance varies with applied voltage. As the Si surface is depleted with increasing gate
voltage, the capacitance isobtained from the series connection ofthe oxide capacitance (constant) and the
depletion region capacitance. Since the width ofthe surface depletion layer depends on the bias voltage,
the substrate doping and oxide quality, the C-V plot for the gate oxide capacitor can be used to
measure/calculate doping concentration, flat band voltage and interface charge density Qss-

Test Structured]

The bottom plate ofthe intermediate oxide capacitor isthe N+ diffusion, contacted by die side pad. The
oxide is grown during N+ drive-in and itis the same thickness as that over the source/drain areas ofdev
ices. Again,

C = (-^measured *"^parasitic

Test Structures I6a.bl

6a) Calculationof junction capacitance:

!"F?
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where fc is the built in potential, Cjo is the zero bias junction capacitance and ndepends on the type
ofjunction; n=1/2 for astep junction and n=1/3 for alinearly graded junction. From aC-V plot of
V, = -5 V to 0 V, Cjo canbe found.

6b) The long periphery junction capacitor illustrates the effects ofjunction side wall capacitance:
Cc =PfrCj.a,^ +AfaCj, jCpanritic

Cft=^SbCj^^ +AfibCj^^,,+Cpinfiiic

where P& and Pa> are the lengths ofthe respective perimeters.

Assignment IIL
1. Measure field oxide capacitance at-5 Vand calculate field oxide thickness. Plot C-V from -10 Vto

+10 V to see any effectof bias. Explain.
2. Measure gate oxide capacitance at -5 Vand determine gate oxide thickness and C (capacitance/unit

area). From the C-V plot (-5 Vto +5 V) determine minimum capacitance and calculate maximum
depletion width and substrate doping concentration. Calculate the Dcbye length (LD). flat band
capacitance(CFB). flat band voltage (Vra) and interface fixed charge density (Q,, =Qf: new nomen
clature).

3. Determine intermediate oxide thickness from the capacitance measurement at-5V. Plot C-V from
-5 to 0 and calculate diffusiondoping concentration.

4. Determine the value ofn from the C-V curve and plot log Cj (for Q.) vs. log ({1 - V} over {<fc}).
5. Measuring the capacitances C^, Co,, and Cpir„iiic, calculate junction side wall capacitance, Cj$w, in

pF/um and junction bottom capacitance in pF/ um2.
6. Plot junction capacitance ofdiode (test structure |7]) and determine Cj0.

IV. Diode and Bipolar Transistors

Test Structure [7] - Diode

The + diffusion forms a diode in the p substrate, which can be contacted through the back ofthe wafer.
(There should be no oxide on the back.) Inthe forward biased mode, the anode (p) ispositive with respect
to the cathode (n+). Forward tum-on voltage (VF) can be estimated from the Ipvs. VD charaaeristic; the
series resistance, rSf is the slope ofthe Idvs. Vd curve onthe high (100 mA) current scale.

Assignment IV - A.
1. Plot the I-Vcharacteristic; read offVp, reverse breakdown voltage BVR, andtheseries resistance rs.
2. Draw the circuit representation of a diode (including r$ ), indicate current direaion and voltage

polarities.

Test Structure 112a.b,cl- Lateral Bipolar Transistors

The collector and emitter regions ofthe lateral npn transistors are formed during the n+ source/drain dif
fusion. The p-type base isthe substrate. As drawn, base widths are 5um (a), 6um (b), and 7 um (c).
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The npn bipolar transistor is normally used as an amplifying device ina common emitter (or grounded
emitter) configuration. The collector-to-base current gain, beta, p, (or Iife) is given by

which canbe read off* directly from theIc vs.Vce (with IB increasing in steps) family of curves.

Assignment IV - B.
1. Plot Ic vs. Vce family ofcurves for each transistor, determine BVce and p.
2. Drawthe common emittercircuit configuration of the BJT; indicate currentdirections and voltage

polarities.

V. MOSFETs

Test Structures r8-lll

These are poly-Si gate, enhancement-mode, n-channel field effect transistors ofvarying gate lengths and
widths. They will be used to completely characterize the process and to exttact important parameters for
circuit design. A summary of intrinsic device equations (excluding the effects of drain/source series
resistances) relevantto this exercise is included in the following:

Threshold voltage:

VT=VTo+yV(VBS + 0.7)

.._ ^EsjqNA
7 T^5

Yis the body-bias coefficient

Linear region (Vds -» 0, i.e. Vds = 50mV):

ID=^ueffC„(VG-VT)VDs
Mo

Ucff= 1+©(VG-VT)

where6 is the mobility gate-field degradation coefficient

Saturation region (Vds > Vdsat) •

Io = Iosat(1+*Vds)

where Xis the channel-length modulation parameter,

Idsat=-|(Vg-Vt)2
where k is the device transconductance parameter and

k=-^jieff„1C0X
It = Ueffjat Cox
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Subthreshold region (VG < VT):

Id = Ipo exp
q(VG-VT)

n£T

n^l is the subthreshold slope ideality factor.

Assignment V.

A. Large-geometry transistor, test structure [n]
1. Hot Id vs. Vds.Vg =0-7V (IV steps) to show current-voltage charaaeristics ofMOSFET.
2. HotID vs.VG at Vds=50mV forVBs =0,-l»-2. and -3 V. Determine Vt(Vbs).
3. From 1and 2,plot Vt(Vbs) vs.V(Vbs +0.7) and determine yand NA.

4. Plot ^n vs. Vg atVds=50mV, Vbs=0V.
^-Cox(Vg-Vt)Vd

Determine u«ff(VG) for VG > VT.

5. Plot -1— vs. (Vg - VT) and determine Uo and 0.

6. Plot logGo) vs.VG atVds=50mVand VB =0V and determine n.

B. Other transistors, test structures I
1. Hot ID vs.VDs Vg =0-7V (IV steps) toshow I-Vcharaaeristics of MOSFETs, for

a) L = Z4,7.10,20um
W=15um

b) W=10,15,20um
L = 20um

2. Plot ID vs.VG atVds=50mV at VDs =5V,and atVbs=0V,and determine VT for
each transistor

a) in set 8;

b) in set 9.

3. Determinesource/drain resistance andeffective channel length (L^u) as follows:

For each device in set 8, plot Rmeawrcd=̂ vs. VG VD=50mV and 5Von the same plot.
Ldrawn = 2,4,7,10um

Rm = Rextemal + Rchannd

Take points from the Rm vs. VG curves and plot Rm vs. Ld«wn. one line for each
(VGs - VT) =2,6,8,10 V. These lines should intersea in one point, of which the abscissa =
AL and the ordinate= R«temai=Rs/o = Rs + Rp-

Leff = Ldnwn_AL

4. For the channel narrowing effect, AW, plot for each device in set 9 Rn, =-j-- vs.
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VG VD = 50mV and5 V,VBs = 0, onthe same plot

Plot 4- vs. Wdnwn for (VGS - VT) =2Vonly. Intersection with Xaxis =AW.

Effective channel width:

Weff = Wdnwn-AW

5. From2a) and3 above, plotVj vs.Uffat VD = 50mV;
andfrom 2b) and4 above, plotVT vs.W^fat VD = 50 mV
to observe short-channel and narrow-width effects.

6. Plot Vlo vs. Vg atVds =5V and Vbs =0V, and determine VT and k for each transistor
a) in set 8, and

b) in set 9.
7. Plot ID vs. Vds at (VG - VT) = IVand determine Xbyusing two values ofIdsat for each dev

ice in set 8.

8. From 7above, plot log(4-) vs. log(Lefl) and determine the slope of the line. (It should be close
to-1.)

C. Held oxide MOSFET, teststructureSS

Thefield oxide MOSFET is used to determine the field threshold voltage. AhighV-^ad > VDd is needed
to ensureproperisolationof the devices.

1. Plot Id vs. Vds to show I-V characteristics.
2. Hot ID vs. Vg at VD =50mV and Vbs = 0, -1, -2, -3 V. Determine field threshold voltage as

function ofVbs.

VL Circuits

Test Structure E]

The nmos inverter has asaturated enhancement load. The inverting device has a-f- =42- and the load
device has

W _ 5
T"KJ'

Test Structure fl4l

The two-input nmos NOR gate is formed by paralleling two inverters. The load is again a saturated
enhancement mode transistor.

Test Structure [HI
This is a 21-stage ring oscillator; the inverters are ofthe same size as test structure 13. The two buffers
are of L = 5 um and W = 60 um and 80 um. The ring oscillator circuit is usedto measure the average
propagation delay time, td, ofalogic gate. The output isconnected to the vertical input ofan oscilloscope
on which the period CT) of the signal is observed. (VDd = 5V)

T=2ntd
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Assignment VL
A. Inverter

1. Plot the voltage transfer charaaeristics (VTQ for Vdp =5 V.
2. Determine V0H, VOL, Vm, V^,unity gain point (Vj„ =Vo) and logic swing.
3. Calculate noise margins, NHh. NMl-

4. Construct and check truth table.

5. Draw the inverter circuit (indicate W/L ofdevices) and logic symbol.
6. Draw layout of inverter.

B. NOR Gate

1. PlotVTCforVDp = 5V.

2. Determine V0H. Vol, Vm, Vn., unity gain point (Vm =Vo) and logic swing.
3. Calculate noise margins, NHh, NMl.

4. Construct and check truth table.

5. Draw theinverter circuit (indicate W/L of devices) and logic symbol.
6. Draw layout of inverter.

C. Ring Oscillator

1. Measure propagation delay, td, ofonestage.
2. Draw a partial circuit and logic diagram of the ring oscillator. Include each end, skip most of the

intermediate stages; label ttansistorW/L ratios.

P.K.KO

K. Voros

7/11/88
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****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-SB R 4/2B/88

V R
(V ) CURSOR ( 3.500mA . 1575-03 . 156E+00 ) (n )

i.OOO.
E+00

.1000*
/div

ooco
.0000

IDRIVH .SCCO.'di'

(v ) - va-ve
CO ) - (V9-V8)/ZORZVE

. i.OOO
Ef+03

1000
/div

.0000
e.ooc

****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-2B R 4/28/66

V H
(V ) CURSOR ( 4.009mA , 1.07E+00. 534E+00 ) Cn )

£.00
s+oo

.aooo
/div

.0000
.0000

500C/di«

(V 1 •• V8~V2
to ) - (va-vs)/zoflzve

. i.OOO

. iCO;
/di-

_ .i .0000
5.000

Varlaslal:

IDHIVE-CTli
Llnaar iwaip
8tar* .000 A

Btop B.000mA
Bfcap IOO.Oua

Conatanfea:
za -cna io.oopa
Xa -Ch3 10.OOpa
V4 -Ch4 .0000V

Figure 1.

Four point probe measurement
ofdiffused resistor

Varlablals

XDRXVE-Chl
llnoar awaap
Start .000 A
Stop S.OOOba
Btap 100.OuA

Conatanta:

12 -ens

za -cms

v<*

Figure 2.

10.OOpA
10.OOpA
.0000V

Four point probe measurement
ofpolysilicon resistor



****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-2B CONT.CHAIN 4/28/88

(raA) CURSOR( 2.5000V . 1.83imA , 182E+00 )" (ft )

10.00

1.000
/dlv

.0000

1.000
E+03

.1000
/dlv
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.5000/dlv ( V)

5.000
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to ) - v/x

****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-2B CONT.CHAIN 4/28/88

I R
(raA) CURSOR ( 2.5000V . 5.587mA . 658E+00 ) (Q )

1.000
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.1000
/dlv

10.00

.. —^S\.—

1.000
/dlv f -^

1 ' ^

1 ^^
1 .^^^

.0000 ^ • ; 1 i • i i
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5.000
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to > - v/x

VarlabXai:
V -Chl
t-lnaar awaap
Start .OOOOV
Step 8.oooov
Stap .looov

Conatanta:
VI -Cfi4 .OOOOV

Figure 3.

Resistance measurement of
diffused contaa chain

Varlaolal:
V -Cftl

Llnaar awaap
•tart .OOOOV
•tap B.oooov
Stap .lOOOV

Conatanta:
VI .oooov

Figure 4.

Resistance measurement of

polysiliconcontact chain
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19.6

8.01-
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2.9<-

3. 0L
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Figure 5.

C-V characteristic of

field oxide capacitor

tfOT = 5520i«

Figure 6.

C-V characteristic of

gate oxide capacitor

tgox =890^

Figure 7.

C-V characteristic of
intermediate oxide capacitor

tiax =3450X
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LONG PERIPHERY JUNCTION CAP EE143-2B 7/28/88

389.9

259.8

50.0 j-

0.0 —

-I I 2

V i vo 11)

Figure 8.

C-V characteristic of long
periphery junction capacitor

Figure 9.

C-V characteristic of
junction capacitor
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****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-28 N+/P 4/28/88

CuA)

100.0.

20.00'
/dlv

-100.0.
-10.00 0

VH 10.00/div . ( V)
90.00

vanlabial:
vn -cni
Llnaar awaap
star-t -b.oooov
stop ea.ooov
atap .looov

Conatantat
vsub -cna .oooov

Figure 10.

I-V characteristic ofN+/P diode
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EE143-2B N+/P 4/28/88
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****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-2B N+/P 4/28/88
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/dlv
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.CCCw-

_ i Gfn#

— " 5 OC
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_. 1/GP.aD _^ Xintepcep^ Yin^crcop"!
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Varlabial:

VT -Chi

Llnaar awaap
Start .oooov
stop -a.oooov
Stap - .OlOOV

Conatanta:

vsub -cna .oooov

Figure 11.

Forward biased I-V characteristic
ofN+/P diode

varlabial:

VF -Chi

Llnaar awaap
Start .OOOOV

Stop -1B.000V
Stap - .0800V

Conatanta:
vsub -cna .oooov

Figure 12.

High current forward biased I-V
characteristic of N+/P diode to
determine series resistance, r,



****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-6A 5U NPK B/4/88

IC
(UA)

360.0;

40.00
/div

-40.00
.0000

HFC

VC£ 1000/div ( VJ

C ) - IC/XB

1.000

Varlablal:
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Stop 1.OOOOV
Stap .OlOOV

VarlablaS
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Start .000 A
Stop 40.00UA
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ve -Chi .oooov

Figure 13.

Current-voltage characteristics of
lateral bipolar transistor of
base width = 5um

****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-6A Bu NPN 8/4/88
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Varlablal:
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decade
/div

Figure 14.

Log Ib and log Ic vs. VBeof lateral
bipolar transistor ofbase width = Sum

I 1E-14
i.OCC
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EE143-6A 6U NPN 6/4/88

(UA]

270.3.

30 .04
/div.

-30.04
WW

KPS

.1000/div C V)
i.OOO

( ) - ZC/ZB

Varlablal:
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Start .000 A
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Conatanta:

ve -chl .oooov

Figure 15.

Current-voltage characteristics of
lateral bipolar transistor of
base width = 6um

****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-6A 6U NPN S/4/68
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Figure 16.

Log Ib and log Ic vs. Vbe of lateral
bipolartransistorof base width= 6um

i 1B-14
1.000



****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-6A 7u NPN S/4/8S
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Figure 17.

Current-voltage charaaeristics of
lateral bipolar transistor of
base width = 7um

****** GRAPHICS PLOT ******
EE143-6A 7u NPN 5/4/88
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J

Figure 18.

Log Ib and log Ic vs. VBe of lateral
bipolar transistor ofbase width = 7um

IE-14
i.OCO
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EE143-2B 100/100 NMOS 4/22/88
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Figure 42.

Id vs. VG ofL =20um NMOS
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Figure 51.

Id vs. Vd at VG = VT+1 for
L = lOjim NMOS transistor
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Id - Vd characteristics of
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Figure 53.

Id vs. VG ofW = lOum NMOS
transistor at varying substrate
bias, VD = 50mV
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Figure 54.

Id vs. Vg ofW = lOum NMOS
transistor at VD= 50mV and 5V
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Figure 55.

Vfe vs. VG ofW= lOum NMOS
transistor at VD= 5V
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Figure 56.

Id - Vd characteristics of W = 15um
NMOS transistor (L = 20um)
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Figure 57.

Id vs. VG of W = 15um NMOS
transistor at varying substrate
bias, VD = 50mV
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Figure 62.

Id vs. VG ofW = 20um NMOS
transistor at Vd = 50mV and 5V
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Figure 63.
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Figure 64.

Rn, vs. VG at VD= 50mV and 5V
for W = lOum NMOS transistor

(W=15um)
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Figure 65.

Id vs. VD at VG = VT+ 1 for
W = lOum NMOS transistor
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Figure 66.

Ra vs. VG at VD = 50mV and5V
for W = 15um NMOS transistor
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Figure 67.

Id vs. VD at VG = VT + 1 for
W = 15um NMOS transistor
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Figure 70.

Id - Vd characteristics of field oxide
NMOS transistor
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Figure 71.

Id vs. VG of field oxide NMOS at
varying substrate bias
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Figure 72.

Voltage transfer charactistic and
gain of saturated enhancement
load inverter
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Figure 74.

Voltage transfer charactistic and
gainof NORgate withVi„t on, V^ off
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Figure 75.

Voltage transfer charactistic and
gain ofNOR gate with V^ on, V^ off
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Figure 76.

Transient response of 21 stage ring
oscillator at VDD = 12V, VB = -5V

Vertical scale: lOmV/div

Horizontal scale: 50nsec/div

Figure 77.

Transient response of ring oscillator
atVDD = 5V,VB = -lV

Vertical scale: 5mV/div
Horizontal scale: 200nsec/div
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Figure 78.

Drain current of ring oscillator at
VDD=12V,VB = -5V
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